BOOK REPORT FORMAT

TITLE
By Author

Protagonist
The protagonist is the main character. Tell about your main character: his personality, name, age, habits, and anything else that explains him.

Antagonist
The antagonist is the person or thing that causes conflict with the protagonist. The antagonist is the same as the enemy.

Conflict
The conflict is the big problem in the story. The conflict usually falls into one of the four following categories:
   - Person versus person
   - Person versus himself
   - Person versus nature
   - Person versus society

Setting
The setting is the place where the story happens. Sometimes there are several settings in one story. Describe the setting and how it is important to the story.

Plot
The plot is a summary of what happens in the story. This should be the longest section of your book report.

Climax
The climax is the most exciting part of the story. It usually takes place toward the end.

Denouement
The denouement is the resolution of the conflict. Tell how the denouement comes about.

Theme
The theme is the “big idea” of the story. There may be more than one theme; you just need to talk about one.